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CBSE Test Paper-01 
 

CLASS - XII Biology (Evolution) 
 
 

 
1.  Name the species in the blanks a and b given below     Ramapithecus       a       b 

Homo erectus     Homo sapiens. 

2.  Name the common ancestor of great apes and man? 
 

3.  What is the significance of Lederberg experiment? 
 

4.  State the significance of the study of fossils in evolution. 
 

5.  State the significance of coelacanth in evolution. 
 

6.  Define homologous organs. Give one example of an organ homologous to the hand of 

man. 

7.  What is the study of fossils called? Mention any three points how the fossils throw light 

on the past. 

8.  Explain convergent and divergent evolution with the help of one example of each. 
 

9.  State in what ways Stanley Miller stimulated the conditions of - 

i.  Primitive atmosphere on earth. 

ii.  Energy source at the time of origin of life 
 

iii.   Formation of organic molecules of life to prove the theory of chemical evolution. 
 

10.   State the theory of Biogenesis. How  does Miller's experiment support this theory?
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CBSE Test Paper-01 
 

CLASS - XII Biology (Evolution) 

Answer 

 

 
 

1.   a.   Australopithecus 

b.   Homo habilis 

2.  Dryopithecus. 
 

3.  It demonstrates that pre-existing gene mutation is the basis of adaption. 
 

4.  The fossils support organic evolution. Study of fossils in different sedimentary layers 

indicates the geological period in which they exist. 

- The fossil  records have helped in building the broad historical sequence of biological 

evolution. 

5.  Coelacanth is considered as living fossil  and connecting link between bony fishes and 

amphibians. 

The connecting links establish continuity in the series of animals by proving that one 

group has evolved from the other. 

6.  The organs, which have the same fundamental structure but are different in functions 

are called homologous organs. The homologous structures are a result of divergent 

evolution. 

The forelimbs of pigeon is an organ homologous to hand of man. 
 

7.  Study of fossils is called Paleontology. 
 

i.  The rocks of early era contain less number of fossils than the rocks of later era and 

fossils of only simple marine invertebrates are in these rocks, which indicate that life 

originated in sea  as simple form. 

ii.  The distribution of fossils indicates that fossils became more and more complex as we 

proceeded from earliest to recent rocks. 

iii.   On the basis of fossil  study, it has been shown that the early organisms were very 

different from their modern forms. 

8.  Convergent evolution: Different structures evolving for the same function but are 

different in their structural details and origin. The analogous structures are the result of 

convergent evolution. 

e.g. Flippers of Dolphins and Penguins 
 

Divergent evolution: Different structures evolving for the different functions but are
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similar in anatomical structure. The homology indicates divergent evolution. 

e.g. The forelimbs of whales, Bats, cheetah and Human. 

9.    i.  He created electric discharge in a closed flask containing gas   and 

water vapour at 800°C 

ii.  Energy was  provided by 

 

iii.   Organic molecules like amino acids, sugars, nitrogen bases etc. have been formed. 
 

10.   The theory of biogenesis states that life comes from pre-existing life. 
 

Miller's Experiment: 
 

- Stanly Miller and Urey created conditions similar to primitive atmosphere using glass 

apparatus and tubes in laboratory. 

- The electric discharge was  created by using electrodes in a closed flask containing 

methane, ammonia, hydrogen and water vapours at 800°C. 

- The chamber containing water was  heated to provide water vapour. 
 

- He passed the mixture through a condenser. He circulated the gases continuously in this 

way for one week and then analysed the chemical composition of the liquid inside the 

apparatus. He observed a large number of simple organic compounds and some amino 

acids like alanine, glycine and aspartic acid. Miller proved that organic compounds were 

basis of life, which supported oparine's theory. 
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